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(30) 3a~1a*5(D1 = 2T 5 3 - T 3 1 , 3<7a26aj2 = 2 T 6 4 - T 4 2 . 
Since the conditions for the correspondence C* to be a projective deformation of 
the third order are the same as those obtained for the correspondence C, we have 
Proposition 3. Let C : L-> II be a developable correspondence, C* : L* —> L* 
the induced developable correspondence. The correspondence C is a projective 
deformation of the third order if and only if the correspondence C* is the projective 
deformation of the third order. 
According to (7), (7') and (27) the coUineation (27) in hyperplanar coordinates is 
given by the equations 
(31) KE5 = Q~
lE'5 , KF6 = OE6 , KF3 = Q~
XE'3 , KE4 = OE4 , 
KEt = -<T
2a 5 1F 5 + Q-
XE\ , KF2 = -Q
2*62E'6 + QE'2 
and (28). Comparing (30) and (28) with (29) and (30) we can see that the collinea-
tions K, K* are different in general. The case of identifying K and K* will be taken 
in our considerations in Sec. 14. 
7. RELATIONS OF THE PROJECTIVE DEFORMATION OF CONGRUENCES 
TO PROJECTIVE DEFORMATIONS OF THEIR FOCAL SURFACES 
The correspondences C : L-> L, C* : L* -> L'* induce in a known manner cor-
respondences between focal surfaces, which we denote c1 : (Ax) -> (A[), c2 : (A2) -> 
-> (A2), c* : (E5) -> (E'5), c\ : (E6) -> (E6). If C is a deformation of the third order, 
then the correspondences ct, c2, c\, c2 are simultaneously deformations of the 
second order, which can be realized by the coUineation (27). However, a more 
general assertion is valid, which we formulate in 
Proposition 4. Let C : L -> L be a correspondence, let cx : (A^) -> (A[), c2 : (A2) -> 
—> (A2), c* : (E5) -> (F5), c2 : (E6) -> (E6) be the induced correspondences. The 
correspondence C is a projective deformation of the third order if and only if cu 
c2> cu ct are projective deformations of the second order realizable by a common 
coUineation. 
Proof. Let us suppose that C is a projective deformation of the third order and K 
the coUineation (27) realizing this deformation. Due to fundamental equations of 
congruences L, L, the conditions (26) and coUineation (27), we get 
KAt = OAi , K dA ! — Q dA i = —OTnAi 5 





Using equations (4) we can arrange the exterior differentials of (37) so that they 
take the form 
(38) p2d>x A {dr - r(co66 - colx)} + 
+ coi A co31(g2 + h2) - (g2 + h2) £i£2coi A CO2 = 0 , 
a2cOi A {ds - s(co55 - co22)} + 
+ coi A co53(g2 + h2) - (g2 + h2) ccia2co1 A CO2 = 0 , 
/?lC02 A {ds - S(co55 - co22)} + 
+ co2 A co42(£i + hx) + (#i + hi) pJ2cox A co2 = 0 , 
axco2 A {dr - r(co66 - coxl)} + 
+ co2 A co64(gx + hi) + (g± + hi) aia2cOi A co2 = 0 . 
If (gi + hi) and (g2 + h2) are not simultaneously equal to zero, the rank of the polar 
matrix is 14, which is the number of linearly independent exterior quadratic relations. 
The system is involutive and we have the result 
Proposition 7. The triplets (C, L, L), where C : L -» L is a projective deformation 
of the third order, exist and depend on 14 functions of one argument. 
The case that both (gx + hi) and (g2 + h2) are equal to zero will be dealt with 
in Sec. 13. 
10. TOTALLY QUASIASYMPTOTIC CORRESPONDENCE 
Let C : L -> L be an arbitrary developable correspondence. Let Cb be its point 
extension given by projectivity n between straight lines p e L and p' e L such that 
the foci on p' are attached to foci on p, i.e. 
(39) TTAi = OAi , 7CA2 = crA2 . 
By means of C a non-developable ruled surface R' = CR in L corresponds to a non-
developable ruled surface R in L. 
A point X = xiAi + x2A2 describes a quasiasymptotic curve on R if and only if 
it fulfils the condition 
[A i , A2, dA i , dA2, d
2X, d3X] = 0 
(see [2] p. 93.). The fundamental equations (2), (3) allow us to express the equation 
of the quasiasymptotic curve on R passing through the point X in the form 
3co\col(xx dx2 — x2 dx t) + xi(aiC02 + ^2co
3) co\ — x\(<x2co\ + /?iC02) co2 + 
+ 3xix2(coi dco2 — co2 dcoi) coxco2 + 
+ xix2(co22 + co44 + co66 - colx - co33 - co55) co\co\ = 0 
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